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608/677 La Trobe street, Docklands, Vic 3008

Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 1 Parkings: 1 Type: Apartment

Jason Chen
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Jags Arora 
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$540,000

Welcome to your dream city living at this 2-bedroom luxury apartment perfectly situated in the heart of Docklands, just a

stone's throw away from the iconic Marvel Stadium. This prime location places you at the nexus of Melbourne City and

Docklands, offering unparalleled convenience.Designed by Award-Winning Architect Elenberg Fraser, this apartment

exemplifies the epitome of modern design and spacious living. The open-plan kitchen/dining area is a masterpiece

featuring an island bench with a breakfast bar, concealed Bosch oven and cooktop, dishwasher, fridge, and ingenious

storage solutions. The living room, filled with natural light, seamlessly extends to the balcony where you can enjoy

breathtaking views of Victoria Harbour to the west and Mount Macedon to the north.Both bedrooms come complete

with mirrored built-in robes, adding a touch of elegance and practicality. The bathroom is a visual delight, boasting striking

timber finishes, black fixtures, and subway tiling in the shower, complemented by a rain-shower head. Air conditioning

ensures comfort year-round.As a bonus, this apartment comes with a dedicated car park and attached storage for your

convenience. The building offers a range of amenities including a gymnasium, swimming pool, attached hotel lobby, and a

highly rated restaurant, Momami. In addition, you'll find a pharmacy, convenient store, and other restaurants within easy

reach.With the free tram stop right at your doorstep and proximity to Southern Cross Station and the Skybus Terminal,

your connection to the city is seamless. This is your opportunity to experience the perfect blend of urban living,

contemporary design, and premium amenities. Don't miss out on making this Docklands gem your new home!*Please note

that a photo I.D. is required at the time of inspection.*All information contained herein is gathered from relevant

third-party sources. We cannot guarantee or give any warranty about the information provided. Interested parties must

rely solely on their own inquiries.*Please note open for inspection times and property availability is subject to change or

cancellation without notice.


